
Size matters. 
The latest toilet solution from Separetts is the small and fleixble, Tiny. A real friend to 
Tiny Houses and other small places. Choose between two versions and think about 
what you should do with all the space that you will get.

Two versions  
- Tiny with urine tube: internal collection of solid waste. external collection of urine
- Tiny with urine container: internal collection of urine and solid waste
This leaflet describes Tiny with urine container

TINYwith urine container 
Art.no 1270-01

EASY TO USE

INCLUDED WITH TINY 1270-01

Instructions for use, Installation manual, Battery cables 
for 12 V use, Universal adapter for 110-240 V use,  
1 x latrine container with lid, 1 x urine tank, Ø 50 mm 
ventilation pipe 40 cm, Adapter Ø 50 mm - 1 ½ ”, 
Ventilation grille with insect net, Ventilation cowl, Holder 
for drain cleaning tablet, Silicone for sealing, Installation 
sketch, Screws for wall / floor, 10 compostable bags, 
Drain cleaning sample, Absorb pad sample, Filter for 
ventilation pipes

SUPPLEMENT WITH

Urine-diverting child seat  1101            Bio drain cleaner   1118                           Absorb Tiny  1346

INSTALLATION

All that is needed for installing Tiny with urine container is the electric energy of 12 V or 110–240 V and a 50 mm 
pipe that is used for ventilating the toilet. 

The toilet is designed for 50 mm pipes (outer diameter). For optimal function it is recommended that you use 
Separett’s own installation kit that has pipes and angles in the correct dimensions. 

Separett Tiny can be installed with up to 5 meters of ventilation piping and 2 90-degree bends. Ventilated air 
can go through a wall, floor or roof, for example, up into an attic and out through a suitable side of the house.

TECHNICAL DATA
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OPTIMIZED FOR TINY SPACES
After several years of development 
of urine diverting toilets this has led 
to the simple and flexible design of 
Separett Tiny that is a perfect fit for 
small spaces. Especially developed for 
Tiny Homes and other small spaces 
such as camper vans, caravans, boats, 
hunting cottages etc. 

HYGENIC AND ODORLESS 
The operational reliability of Tiny is 
high and the installation of the toilet 
is easy. The fan exhales the small 
odor that is formed, despite urine 
separation, and contributes to a 
better indoor climate by constantly 
keeping the air in the space in 
motion.

VIEW SCREEN
The view screen hides the solid waste 
in the container and is pushed to the 
side when you sit down to use the toi-
let. This results in that you only see the 
toilet waste when it is time to empty 
the solid waste.

The Absorb pad is placed in the bottom 
of the waste bag and is used to soak up 
any moisture coming from the waste

Enabling even the smallest ones 
to use the urine diverting toilet.

Bio drain cleaner keeps the urine 
drain free from urine salts that can 
clog the urine hose.

Connections: 
Ventilation out: Ø 51mm

All our electrical products are ETL and/or CE marked.
Further information about the products can be found on our website, www.separett.com

Warranty 5 year The 5-year warranty does not include the 
fan. The fan has a 3-year warranty.

Material containerTINY Voltage/
Wattage

Power  
consumtion

Electrical 
connection

Noise level
Max weight

Recyclable 
high-gloss 
poly-
propylene

Inner container 
solid waste: 14,5 L 
polypropylene
Urine container: 
7,1 L polypropylene

12 V / 1.6 W  0.04 kWh/day 61” alt. Uni-
versal power 
adapter  
110/230V-12V

<30dB(A)

Max 
weight

150 kg 

CLOSED SYSTEM
This model of Tiny contain both the 
liquid and solid waste inside of the toilet 
with two containers. 
The urine container has a sensor that 
gives a signal to the Separett-logotype 
that lights up in a red color when it is 
time to empty the container.

Installation example

470 mm

497 mm
398 mm


